
Subject: [Radio JOVE] Versions of SDRPlay2RSS
From: "Vernon & Irene" <vernonjfrench@gmail.com>
Date: 7/5/23 02:19
To: "radio-jove@groups.io" <radio-jove@groups.io>

Hi all,
For information.

Early in 2021 I tried to use a SDRDuo receiver with SRDPlay2RSS version 1.0.39 and it would not
work.

I made contact with Nathan Towne and asked him for some help.

I was advised that the program SDRPlay2Rss will not work with the SDRDuo.

He advised me that he did not have a SDRDuo receiver, but was willing to attempt to modify the
program if I did the testing of the software and provided him with feedback.

Between us we set out to change the program to work with my SDRDuo receiver, hence the .42
prefix so not to confuse with version 1.0.39.

After several days and retries of the program we had success and I was able to use the SDRDuo.

The final version that Nathan uploaded to his site became 1.0.42.0 (4/15/2021) This version is for
use with the Duo, but will also run using the SDR RSP1a but you must use the Mirics API Version
2.13 for the program to work.

Nathan's latest version that I am using is 1.0.42.2. This program will only work in the Single Tuner
mode when using the Duo receiver.

A leading 0 must be used with all numbers that require a decimal point.

I hope that this may have resolved any questions around the different versions of the
SDRPlay2RSS and which version can be used with what receiver.

Regards,
Vernon French.
_._,_._,_
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